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In the context of similarity judgment, verbal labels are known to play a pivotal role. Although Sloutsky and Fisher (2004) provide a good explanation of why children tend to give more selective attention to verbal labels than pictorial features, it is unclear why category labels are treated differently from other features. In this article, we point out that category information is important, not only because of the selective attention that it draws, but also due to its potential for evoking structured representations (Markman & Gentner, 1993; Yamauchi & Markman, 2000).

In our experiment, category information was given, not only through verbal labels, but also as inferred information. According to Sloutsky and Fisher (2004), people cannot assign selective attention to implicitly inferred category information. However, we think that category information, whether suggested by verbal labels or inferred by pictorial features, can influence similarity judgment by aiding to construct structured representations (Yamauchi & Markman, 2000).

We employed the triad task that was used by Sloutsky and Fisher (2004). Participants were asked to judge which base picture was more similar to the target picture (Figure 1A). In each triad, the target picture was a real photograph, and two base pictures were morphed pictures of the target and another animal. Triads of pictures were shown either with or without labels. In the Label condition, the dissimilar base picture had the same name as the target, whereas the similar base picture had a different label than the target (Figure 1A). In the No-label condition, pictures were shown without labels. However, the boundary of the base pictures can be inferred. In a pilot study, we found that classification of a base picture changed radically around the middle of the morphed series. According to this category information, two base pictures were taken from either within the boundary (Figure 1B), or across the boundary (Figure 1C). Thus, the category boundary information was not explicit but could be inferred from pictorial features.

Our adults subjects used category labels in their similarity judgment regardless of pictorial features, $F(2,74)=25.114$, $MSE=.075$, $p<.01$. Even when pictorial features indicated that the given labels were incorrect for the stimuli in the Label condition, people could not help using labels. Our subjects were also influenced by the inferred category boundary, $F(1,74)=37.786$, $MSE=.008$, $p<.01$. Since no verbal labels were given in this condition, it is difficult to explain the results by means of mere selective attention generated by verbal labels. Only by constructing structured representations can people employ inferred information in their similarity judgment. This result suggests that category information, whether explicitly suggested by verbal labels or implicitly inferred by pictorial features, influences similarity judgment. We suggest that this influence arises because category information helps construct structured representations.
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